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The 2014/15 financial year was another year of change 
and progress for AILA and Australian landscape 
architects. It was a year where AILA launched 
many new initiatives and the priorities for the 
profession shifted to profile raising and advocacy.  

In October 2014 the inaugural Festival of Landscape 
Architecture took place in Brisbane.  The Festival recast 
the conference model as well as attracting more media 
than any previous AILA event. The creative directors did 
a terrific job at exploring the past and future of landscape 
architecture and AILA. Congratulations to all winners of 
the 2014 National Awards including Taylor Cullity Lethlean 
with Tonkin Zulaikha Greer who were with winners 
of the Australian Medal for Landscape Architecture 
for the National Arboretum Canberra Masterplan. 

The National Council and staff remained committed 
over the last year to continually improve the governance 
and operations of the organisation. Significant steps 
have been taken to provide tangible opportunities for 
members to inform and engage in the direction of the 
organisation. Through establishing fourteen national 
member-driven committees, taskforces and working 
groups. AILA is now engaging with its members to 
inform its future direction, policies and advocacy in 
a substantial way. In addition, AILA rolled out fifteen 
surveys in the last year to provide opportunities for the 
broader membership to inform the future direction. 
Some of these surveys include AILA strategy, membership 
satisfaction, public sector and CPD. We also launched the 
new website, and have streamlined our communications 
and have much higher than average readership.

At the 2014 AGM members expressed their strong support 
for the reforms AILA had undertaken but also a desire 
for AILA to provide greater clarity on the organisations 
strategic direction and priorities. In February 2015 the AILA 
Strategy Workshop was held in Sydney. A key outcome was 
the need to invest in ‘profile raising’ as well as ‘advocacy’. 
At the March 2014 National Council meeting in Hobart, a 
key resolution was to focus 60% of AILA resources to these 
areas as they provide multiple benefits to the profession.  
The recently adopted AILA Strategy 2015 – 2020 is the 
outcome of many months of planning with the document 
proposing an exciting vision for the future of AILA. 

The last financial year was a period of significant 
membership growth with AILA membership increasing 
from 1,900 in September 2014 to over 2,500 in 
August 2015. The growth in membership is a strong 
indicator that AILA is heading in the right direction.  
I’m sure the membership will continue to grow as 
the benefits to members continue to increase. 

As this is my last report, there are a few people I would 
especially like to thank. To my fellow National Councillors, 
your contribution has been enormous and you have been 
a terrific group of people to work with.  Thank you also to 
the Chapter Executives; especially the Chapter Presidents 
who have helped formulate and implement the changes 
within AILA. The AILA leaders over the past two years 
should take great satisfaction in what has been achieved.   

AILA members have benefited from the enormous 
contribution our fantastic CEO, Shahana McKenzie. 
Shahana has been a driving force in the reshaping 
of AILA and reconnecting AILA with other industry 
bodies, government and the media.  It has been a 
pleasure to work so closely with Shahana and on 
behalf of National Council and the membership I 
thank you for your energy, insight and perspective.  

On a personal level it has been my great privilege to 
be the National President.  The invaluable support 
of my family (Sally, Tom, Nick and James) as well as 
the team at FFLA, in particular Tim Fitzgerald, has 
enabled me to commit so much of my time to AILA. 
My involvement with National Council has been a life 
changing experience and I thank the members for giving 
me the opportunity to serve as National President.  

With change comes new energy. The new Chapter 
Executives have already taken AILA to a new level 
locally. The new National Council is a fantastic group 
of highly skilled and experienced professionals who 
bring so much to AILA at a time when the outlook 
for AILA and the profession is extremely bright. With 
continued energy and focus the opportunities for 
landscape architecture in Australia are limitless. 

Mark Frisby 
FAILA

“The landscape architecture 
profession in Australia has been greatly 
undervalued, and in need of a clear 
focus and strong advocacy in the 
interests of members and the public. 
It has been a delight to observe the 
recent renaissance of the AILA bringing 
vitality and visibility to the profession. 
The leadership demonstrated by the 
Council and CEO has been exemplary.”
Ken Maher LFRAIA FAILA

HASSELL

“In the past many urban renewal 
projects were led by architects, but 
you’ll now find landscape architects at 
the helm of many large-scale projects,”
Kate Cullity AILA
TCL

Membership 
numbers 
past 2 years

•	 858 student members 

•	 2 x consecutive contested elections 
for the National Council

•	 New University Accreditation 
program created

•	 New strategy developed 2015 – 2020

•	 14 National Committees created 
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Image: 2014 Festival of Landscape Architecture National Awards

Cover image: The Burnley Living Roofs, University of Melbourne - 
HASSELL. Image: Peter Bennetts.
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The 2014/2015 financial year has been a year of inspiring 
change at AILA. Each day I have been inspired by the 
staff, members and supporters of AILA. Landscape 
architects are fantastic people, and their contribution 
is needed more now than ever. I am delighted to be 
working in a role that has the potential to make a 
difference for the profession and their contribution.  

2014/2015 I hope will be remembered as the year that set 
the organisation up for the future. Consistently over the 
period of the term we were active in developing systems, 
procedures and policies to clarify how the organisation 
wants to operate in the future. This included a new 
business system, CPD reporting system, membership 
management system, financial policies and procedures and 
an extensive suite of governance policies just to name a few.

2014/2015 was the first year of AILA’s new Corporate 
Partner Program. We successfully generated over $300,000 
in national sponsorship and I would like to acknowledge the 
generous support of the following partners and sponsors: 

 » Principal Corporate Partner: Lappset Australia

 » Major Corporate Partners: Austral 
Bricks and Austral Masonry

 » Supporting Corporate Partners: Street Furniture 
Australia, Village Green and Cabots

 » National Sponsors: WoodSolutions, 
Citygreen and Landmark Products

In addition to our national program, our State 
Chapters received significant support from 
local sponsors and I would like to deeply 
acknowledge the support provided locally. 

2014/2015 was the beginning of our campaign to raise 
the profile and influence of the profession. This included 
holding the first Festival of Landscape Architecture, 
issuing over 15 national media releases, actively meeting 
with industry, government and ministers and putting 
up a number of submissions at the national and state 
level. Whilst this is still early, we are seeing fantastic 
results already with industry, media and government 
interested in the contribution landscape architects make.

Personally I would like to make a special mention to the 
amazing team of staff at AILA. We are supported each 
day by a team of staff that dedicate themselves to this 
organisation and go above and beyond almost every day. 
We are a small team, but punching well above our weight. 

 » Caroline Odgers –  
National Manager, Marketing & Development

 » Sophie Seck –  
National Manager, Knowledge & Education

 » Grace Bodman –  
National Marketing & Events Assistant

 » Catherine Horner –  
National Finance Manager

 » Catherine Scheen –  
NSW Chapter Manager

 » Carly Wood –  
NSW Events & Awards Manager

 » Katie Roberson –  
Qld Chapter Manager

 » Sally Bolton –  
SA Chapter Manager

 » Felicity McGahan –  
VIC Chapter Manager

 » Kate Western –  
VIC Chapter Events & Administration Assistant

 » Harsha Quartermaine –  
WA Chapter Manager

As at 12 August 2015

Thank you to the National Council and members for 
trusting me with your organisation and I look forward 
to working with you and staff to increase the delivery, 
support and capacity of this organisation into the future.

Shahana McKenzie
CEO
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“The results that the Australian 
Institute of Landscape Architects have 
achieved over the last year are simply 
outstanding. To see membership double 
in the space of a year is a phenomenal 
result and proves the enormous 
benefit that can be gained from a 
profession actively committed to 
embracing change and growing its 
profile. The clear increase in industry 
and public engagement across the 
year is testament to the hard work and 
commitment of the Institute's staff, 
leadership and members, and this will 
pay dividends for years to come.”
Stephen Durkin FIEAust
Chief Executive Officer
Engineers Australia

 “AILA’s transformation over the past 
couple of years into a bold advocate for a 
more liveable and human-friendly public 
realm has been incredible. At the same 
time it has been fabulous to observe the 
re-engagement by the membership. The 
future looks very promising for AILA 
and landscape architecture in general 
– the profession is in the process of 
claiming the position it richly deserves 
in public policy formulation.”
Harri Makela
Lappset Australia Pty Ltd

“If you don’t have good design, we 
don’t harness and connect with the 
space. That’s what AILA and this project 
are all about…Schools are more than 
just classrooms. They are, and must 
be, so much more than that. They 
must be welcoming and stimulating 
environments, and every aspect of a 
school’s design and planning represents 
an opportunity to provide unique and 
fun learning opportunities. Our kids 
should be engaged and challenged 
by their environments from the 
classroom to the playground.”
Joy Burch MLA 
ACT Minister for Education and Training
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Corporate 
partners 
finance
(Combined State 
& National)

•	 New website

•	 First Festival of Landscape 
Architecture

•	 15 media releases issued 

•	 Joined ASBEC and a Founding 
partner of the Parliamentary 
Friendship Group for Better Cities
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NT Chapter
The end of 2014 and start of 2015 has been a productive 
time for the NT Chapter. The NT population of 
landscape architects more than doubled when the 
National Council meeting was held in Darwin this year. 
This gave a great energy and much needed rush of 
enthusiasm for local LA’s to get involved in AILA again 
after keeping a very low profile for many years.

Building on the momentum generated by the Council 
being in town the local chapter held 3 events. Our Caring 
for Country talk was held in conjunction with the Charles 
Darwin University and their own NAIDOC week activities. 
We had an informative talk session taking advantage of 
the expertise from some of the councillors themselves, 
targeting local government and councils. We even 
held a beautiful Dinner under the stars giving the local 
members a chance to network with National Council and 
get reinspired by what is happening outside of the NT.

Although not being represented on the next National 
Council, the Northern Territory has just elected 3 members 
to our Territory Executive to advocate and progress AILA in 
the NT. We are looking forward to aligning our local goals 
and objectives with AILA’s 5 year strategy for improved 
design outcomes for the natural and built environment.

Jessica Hutchings AILA
NT President

SA Chapter
Over the last 12 months, AILA SA has been striving to 
provide a range of support services to our members 
in co-ordination with national office initiatives.

Raising the Profile

The 2015 State Awards has provided great opportunity 
to showcase landscape architecture to local decision 
makers, design industry and the public through an 
Awards Launch, Exhibition of Entries as well as increased 
coverage in the media through The Adelaide Review. 
In addition AILA SA is a presenting partner for 2015 
Festival of Architecture and Design. This involvement 
will help to profile the profession to the broader design 
community and to the public of South Australia.

Engaging the Next Generation

AILA SA has built stronger relationships with Adelaide 
University through the Landscape Architecture Students 
Association (LSA), resulting in an all-time high of 77 
student members. Regular meetings with the University, 
the establishment of a Chapter Education Committee and 
Internship Program has strengthened the connection 
between the profession, university and students. Events 
such as the LSA Exchange demonstrated the value 
of this connection, allowing members to share their 
career highlights and journey with over 50 students. 
In addition, SAILA Fresh Group has established greater 
connection between recent graduate members to 
provide support in their career developments.

Advocacy

AILA SA has also been building relationships with key 
industry stakeholders including meeting with The 
Lord Mayor to profile the significant way in which LAs 
contribute to the design of our cities. The Government 
Architect from ODASA and the state presidents from 
PIA and AIA have been engaged with in a regular and 
meaningful way. This will continue into the future. 

Carina Green AILA and 
Heath Edwards AILA
SA Presidents (past) 

Ben Willsmore AILA
SA President (present)

VIC Chapter
Over the past year, AILA Victoria had some very exciting 
events and achievements. Three that stand out are: 

1. AILA Victoria developed its strategy to define 
landscape architects’ role in sustaining liveability in the 
state of Victoria. This conversation was furthered with 
AILA Vic hosting ‘Channel the Panel’ with Flemings 
Nurseries, bringing together leaders from across 
industry to discuss the importance of public space in 
our future city and blockages in achieving liveability 
outcomes.  AILA Fresh Vic and Victorian Young 
Planners co-hosted an interdisciplinary forum event 
with a focus on regional, rural and metropolitan issues. 

2. The introduction of two new committees, Advocacy 
and Public Sector, built on the successful committee 
model of Victoria. Both of these committees were 
established to progress a national direction of 
advocacy and profile raising as well as reflecting the 
breadth of the profession. The Victorian Committees 
delivered eight submissions including Better 
Apartments, Electricity Safety and Working towards 
a National Clean Air Agreement Discussion Paper. 

3. With the change in State Government in November 
2014, AILA Victoria actively engaged with new 
Ministers and Departments. A highlight was 
the Presidents lunch attended by Victorian 
Deputy Premier James Merlino MP at Fleming's 
Nurseries Advanced Tree Nursery. AILA Victoria's 
strategy for 2015: AILA the Voice of a Landscape 
of Liveability was launched at this event.

Jon Shinkfield FAILA
VIC President (past)

Emma Appleton AILA 
VIC President (present)

QLD Chapter
Brisbane, Sunshine Coast, Gold Coast and Townsville AILA 
Groups facilitated and delivered a series of CPD Discuss, 
Explore, Technical and social events for our members in 
SEQ and regional centres. The highlight of the year was 
the involvement in organising and successfully hosting 
the 2014 inaugural Festival of Landscape Architecture. 
2015 saw the biannual awards which received 39 entries 
and culminated in a fantastic awards dinner that brought 
together 180 industry representatives to celebrate a 
diverse range of award recipients resulting in significant 
media exposure both in Brisbane and regionally.

This year also saw a re-energised AILA Fresh with new 
committee members that has built a stronger relationship 
with QUT resulting in an increase in student membership. 
Committee members also attended a national meeting 
of all AILA Fresh representatives at the Festival, plus 
ongoing monthly National AILA Fresh conference calls.

The AILA QLD Executive have focussed on profiling 
and advocacy of the profession and this year has seen 
the ongoing development of strategies for state based 
advocacy and profile building of the profession.

A number of letters were sent to the relevant new Qld 
Government Ministers with favourable responses.  The 
relationship with the Queensland Government Architect’s 
office saw Malcolm Middleton both sit on the jury and 
attend the awards dinner.  We coordinated numerous AILA 
submissions to State and Local Government in response 
to significant development and policy that will have an 
effect on our Queensland cities, including responses to the 
Kurilpa Master Plan and Queens Wharf redevelopment.

The Qld Executive are also having ongoing discussions 
with Qld State Presidents and staff of allied affiliations 
such as UDAL, AIA, PIA, ALDAM, Planning & Leisure 
Australia, BDA, building relationships and exploring 
opportunities to work closer together in the future.

QLD President and Executive appreciates the efforts 
of national office to have a seamless and integrated 
relationship – particularly the regular teleconferences

David Hatherly AILA 
QLD President (past)  

Shaun Walsh AILA
QLD President (present)
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WA Chapter
AILA WA had an active year of engaging with members, 
increasing the profession’s profile by participating 
in external committees, developing position papers 
and policy responses and advocating for improved 
integration of Landscape Architecture into the planning 
and design of Western Australia’s public spaces.

Some key highlights for targeted advocacy and profiling 
in the 2014-2015 financial year include: written responses 
to State Government planning documents 'Planning for 
Bushfire Risk Management' and 'Perth and Peel @3.5 
million'; position papers for the 'Perth Freight Link' 
and 'Perth Light Rail' projects; invited participation 
on the 'Coalition for Light Rail Working Group' led by 
Senator Scott Ludlam and Minister Alannah MacTiernan 
including involvement from AILA Vice-President Daniel 
Bennett; presentations at Hydropolis 2015 Conference 
organised by the Stormwater Industry Association WA 
and the West Australian Local Government Australia 
(WALGA) Green Infrastructure Industry Talk; and 
ongoing positions in the 'Built Environment for Design 
Professionals' working group and the Swan Region NRM 
(Natural Resource Management) group contributing 
to discussions around Green Infrastructure.

wAILA Fresh successfully implemented their first 
two year term which led to a significant increase in 
student and graduate memberships. The group also 
provided other state Fresh groups with guidance on 
their establishment and with financial assistance from 
the state chapter wAILA Fresh held sell-out events at 
the Fremantle Esplanade Youth Plaza and have regular 
high attendance at Fresh Fridays with allied professions 
student and graduate groups. wAILA Fresh were also 
active in social media with their online blog at wAILAfresh.
com, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram platforms.

The direction, energy and enthusiasm of the executive, 
led through 2014-2015 by Sara Kjaersgaard, has enabled 
AILA WA to build relationships and momentum that will 
ensure an exciting time ahead for members in WA.

Sara Kjaersgaard AILA 
WA President (past) 

Nathan Greenhill AILA
WA President (present)

NSW Chapter
Highlights of the year for the NSW Chapter include 
the Barangaroo Headland Park site visit in April with 
200 industry friends attending to see the last stages 
of construction and hearing from the designers and 
craftspeople involved was inspiring and educational.  

The Regional Connect Conference in Newcastle in March 
was an engaging event in a beautiful spot right on the 
beach. We heard from practitioners around the state 
about their projects; their experience as landscape 
architects in both private and public sector; and the 
opportunities and challenges of working across NSW.

Finally the awards night in November was great celebration 
of landscape architecture with 240 attendees and 
42 entries from around the state. Amongst the many 
excellent entries and worthy winners, the Medal for 
Landscape Architecture went to Sue Barnsley Design for 
Jubilee Playground; the People’s Choice award was for 
the Lemur’s Forest at Taronga Zoo by JILA and James 
Grant’s President’s Award went to the 202020 initiative.

AILA NSW was heavily involved with the World Parks 
Congress 2014 which attracted 6000 participants from 
over 170 countries, AILA participated in several aspects 
of Congress. An AILA members’ event was held in 
conversation with Jess Scully, Vivid Ideas Festival Director 
and Gil Penalosa, 8-80 Cities. AILA NSW members 
were involved in the Healthy Parks Healthy People 
Stream presentations. And lastly the pop-up park design 
competition - the experience a resounding success in 
terms of outreach, partnerships and future directions.

James Grant FAILA
NSW President (past) 

Gareth Collins AILA
NSW President (present)

ACT Chapter 
The ACT chapter had a very busy year and judging by 
members’ feedback and participation at events, it was 
also highly successful. Local membership increased 
from 48 to 82 with the addition of 6 new registered 
members which is very promising for the chapter. 

Some of the key highlights from the year were a 
series of CPD events including the Winter Hill Tree 
Farm visit, John Gollings Photography workshop and 
Graham Fletcher Contract Administration Seminar 
which were all sold out prior to taking place. 

AILA ACT also made submissions to government 
and took a proactive approach to reinforce 
connections and engagement with allied 
professions, businesses and politicians.  

Amanda Evans AILA
ACT President (past) 

Catherine Keirnan AILA
ACT President (present) 

Images on next page clockwise: AILA WA Chapter ACM_Austral 
Bricks Studio, AILA VIC President’s Lunch_Fleming’s Nursery, AILA 
VIC Chapter Landscape Technical_Austral Bricks Studio, AILA SA 
+ NAG Quiz Night and AILA NSW Chapter Barangaroo Sneak Peek 
Site Visit

TAS Chapter 
The AILA Tasmanian Chapter has had a busy year 
with a number of very successful events.

In November we hosted a screening of UK film ‘Project 
- Wild Thing’ at the University of Tasmania which 
was well attended by AILA members, educators and 
the broader community.  It was a great opportunity 
to promote landscape architecture and to engage 
in discussion about the importance of connecting 
children with nature - for their own development 
and for the future health of our planet.

In May we hosted a City Talk featuring Daniel Bennett 
from the City of Adelaide and Toby Lodge of HASSELL, 
discussing the future of light rail for Hobart. This event 
attracted political interest with the Lord Mayor of Hobart 
and the Mayor of Glenorchy both publicly declaring 
their support for a light rail future at the event. The 
City Talk received mainstream media coverage with 
newspaper articles and radio interviews - it contributed 
some fresh perspectives to the debate about urban 
planning and transport in greater Hobart - both key 
issues for our capital city’s sustainable future.

The May City Talk coincided with a visit by National 
Council. A social event was held at the Avalon City Retreat 
which was a great chance for members to get to know 
the National Council members in a relaxed and festive 
setting. The event was also a celebration for the Tasmanian 
Chapter winning the membership drive competition.

The enthusiasm and commitment from the TAS 
membership has been fantastic over the past year and 
we are excited and looking forward to a big year of CPD 
activities, member engagement and advocacy ahead.  

Sally Taylor AILA
TAS President 

Sarah Bendeich AILA
Acting TAS President
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National Public Sector 
Working Group (NPSWG)
Chair: Adrian Gray AILA
The NPSWG formed in June 2014 
to represent the views and interest 
of Registered Landscape Architects 
working in the public sector.

A survey of public sector landscape 
architects was conducted that 
sought to understand the role 
of contemporary public sector 
practitioners; a better understanding 
of their unique core skills; what 
the gaps in professional needs 
are; and how AILA may assist 
in advocating and developing 
the profession more broadly. 

A snapshot of the key findings 
was released in February 2015 
and the NPSWG is now compiling 
a cross-cutting issues report for 
consideration by National Council 
by the end of 2015. Alongside this, 
ABS data has been received and 
examined that profiles Landscape 
Architects from 2001 to 2011 census. 
A article is now being prepared that 
‘unpacks’ the data for the purpose of 
sharing with the wider membership.

A draft position paper titled ‘The 
Critical Role of Landscape Architects 
in Local Government” has been 
prepared to enable the National 
Council to advocate for the provision 
of landscape architectural services 
within the public sector. This group 
has also been actively trying to link 
State PSLA’s by bringing together 
PSLA’s at State events such as the 
upcoming Public Sector Summit/
AILA event in NSW in August with 
NPSWG members from VIC and 
SA presenting at this event.

National Education 
Committee (NEC)

Chair:  Graham 
Fletcher AILA

This committee commenced 
in May 2015 and comprises 
representatives from universities 
offering Landscape Architecture 
programs, practitioners and 
students. To date, it has concentrated 
on delivering the Accreditation 
program and policies developed 
by the National Accreditation 
Framework Working Group. 2015 
and 2016 will see Accreditation 
appraisals at six universities, with 
the remainder timetabled for 2017. 
Also, the committee has prioritised 
the establishment of a National 
Research Strategic Framework for 
presentation to National Council. 
The third priority for the committee 
is to recognise the importance 
of other national committees 
and the State and Territory 
committees in the development 
and delivery of national education, 
particularly in regard to CPD. 

Publications Review 
Taskforce (PRT)

Chair:  Christopher 
Sawyer AILA

At the October 2014 AILA National 
Council meeting, it was identified that 
a Publication Review Taskforce be 
established to identify the purpose, 
goal and objectives of the current 
funds allocated to the publication, 
Landscape Architecture Australia and 
seek to then use them for the best 
purpose. The review has identified 
the need for broader publication 
coverage and content that includes 
an expanded range of project 
types, including greater student, 
research and emerging practitioner 
projects. The review has recognised 
the importance of content and the 
protection of the intellectual property 
of the profession, and the need for 
greater control over this content 
and how it is published, as well as 
clear editorial policies. Much time 
has been spent discussing multiple 
publication formats, and the need 
to offer the expanded content 
over many different publication 
platforms. There is recognition that 
reliance on only print publication 
is no longer acceptable, with many 
practitioners no longer relying on 
printed publications for project and 
professional information. This will 
require a shift in the publication 
agenda of the AILA in the future, 
with greater allocation of resources 
to a broader range of publications, 
including on-line. The review is 
currently nearing completion.

Constitution Review 
Working Group

Chair:  Michael  
Ryan FAILA

The purpose of this group is to 
review the existing constitution, to 
make recommendations to National 
Council regarding the updating of 
the constitution and to prepare the 
brief for relevant legal services.

The CRWG has had a very productive 
year. First meeting in September 
2014, The CRWG established short, 
medium and long term goals.

These have largely been achieved, 
with the preparation of an Options 
Discussion Paper, designed to inform 
the membership of the various 
approaches a new constitution could 
take. An extensive consultation 
period took place, incorporating a 
number of face-to-face workshop-
style events around the country. 

The CRWG has prepared detailed 
recommendations to National Council 
based on consultation with members 
and others. Alongside this, drafting 
of a new constitution has taken place, 
using a more relevant and succinct 
template provided by an expert in 
this field. It is expected that this 
first draft be released for a second 
round of membership consultation 
in late September, with a specialised 
session running at the Festival to help 
‘un-pack’ the proposed changes.

The long term phase is to finalise 
the draft constitution after members 
feedback is received, and submit it for 
legal advice prior to it being adopted.

The CRWG is nearing the 
end of its activity.

The draft of the new constitution is 
going to National Council in the hands 
of Shaun Walsh. National office is 
preparing information, in the form of 
an explanatory column, to enable this 
draft to be circulated for comment. 
After review of comments, the revised 
draft will be ready for legal review.

National Membership 
Committee (NMC)

Chair:  Ashley  
Sheldrick AILA

The NMC has worked over the last year 
to review and streamline policies and 
procedures for AILA membership with 
the aim of increasing membership 
numbers while retaining rigour 
around membership processes. The 
removal of a range of administrative 
barriers to gaining and retaining 
AILA membership combined with an 
amnesty to encourage recently lapsed 
members to rejoin, and continued 
professional interest in participating 
in the revitalised AILA has seen 
membership numbers increase from 
1,811 total members (1328 RLA’s) in 
August 2014 to 2,527 total members 
(1382 RLA’s) in August 2015.

The NMC are currently working 
on a review of Registration and 
Membership and are investigating 
the introduction of a membership 
category that allows full voting 
and office-holding rights without 
requiring becoming a Registered 
Landscape Architect. We are using 
the results of the membership survey 
completed with renewals to inform 
this process. We are also in the early 
stages of investigating the potential 
to deliver registration study modules 
online to improve access for regional 
members to the registration process. 
The online modules are likely to be 
supported by face-to-face mentoring.

Financial, Risk 
Management and Audit 
Committee (FRAP)

Chair:  Penny  
Spiers AILA

The FRAP provides assurance and 
recommendations to National Council 
on matters relevant to the Institute's 
financial risk and control framework.  
Its role includes protecting assets, 
financial health, financial reporting, 
budgeting, risk management 
systems, overseeing external audits, 
compliance and investment strategies. 

Quarterly reviews of the state and 
national budgets are undertaken, 
whilst State Managers complete 
monthly reports. The ownership and 
effort each State has attributed to their 
budgets and financial management 
should be commended.  This year 
AILA has appointed Catherine Horner 
as the National Finance Manager, 
who is also part of the FRAP.  

The FRAP is procuring independent 
financial and audit services with 
Tenders received and reviewed, 
and the successful candidate to be 
engaged in the near future. A Risk 
Register was created to formalise our 
assessment of financial and other risks 
to enable wider consideration within 
management and at board level.  
With these positive developments, 
AILA is in a strengthened financial 
position moving forward.

Image: Royal Park Melbourne by City of 
Melbourne, photography by David Hannah
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National Accreditation 
Framework Working 
Group (NAF WG)

Chair:  Linda  
Corkery FAILA

The NAF WG was formed following a 
meeting of academics in Melbourne 
in May 2014. The Working Group, 
comprising academics and a National 
Councillor, was formed to review and 
refresh the accreditation standards 
and procedures for professional 
landscape architecture education 
in Australia and, importantly, to 
restore transparency and trust 
between the academic programs 
and the professional body. Through 
teleconferences and face-to-face 
working sessions, NAF WG produced 
a set of documents to guide a new 
accreditation process. The central 
policy document was developed 
using the Landscape Architecture 
Accreditation Board’s (US) material 
as its base, tailored to respond 
to the realities of the Australian 
tertiary education settings. The 
NAF WG was officially disbanded 
in a final teleconference held in 
April 2015 when it signed off on 
final drafts of the following:

 » Accreditation Standards 
and Procedures Policy 

 » Self-Evaluation Report 
(SER) template 

 » Information and Guidelines 
for National Accreditation 
Visiting Team Members (NART) 

 » Terms of Reference for the NART 
membership and processes.

The NAF WG achieved a well-
balanced process, representing the 
interests of both academia and the 
profession. With the formation of a 
new National Education Committee, 
the new policy and supporting 
documents can be successfully 
overseen and implemented.  

Landscape Architecture 
Australia Editorial 
Advisory Panel (LAA EAP)

Chair:  Jenny  
Rayment FAILA

Landscape Architecture Australia 
magazine has seen a highly productive 
– as well as transformative – year 
in 2014-2015. The LAA Editorial 
Advisory Panel has met via four 
teleconferences over this period, 
and various members joined for 
informal conversations at the Forecast 
Festival in Brisbane in October.

The Festival marked the launch 
of a freshly re-branded magazine, 
showcasing the winners of 
the 2014 National Landscape 
Architecture Awards, and received 
tremendously positive feedback on 
the revised format and design.

The February issue #145 represented 
another landmark for the magazine 
by exhibiting the winners of the 
inaugural Landscape Architecture 
Australia Student Prize – an initiative 
that has been warmly greeted (and 
appreciated) by AILA. The May 
issue #146 delved into topics that 
also depart, to some degree, from 
more ‘traditional’ editions, including 
temporary urban interventions, urban 
regeneration, community activism, 
and curation of public space.

Throughout the discussions, the 
Editorial Panel and team from 
Architecture Media have enjoyed 
productive exchanges of ideas and 
feedback, and conversations about 
potential future topics, projects 
and contributors for upcoming 
features. The Panel also welcomed 
the announcement of Cameron 
Bruhn and Ricky Ricardo as Creative 
Directors (in association with Claire 
Martin) for the 2015 ‘This Public 
Life’ Festival in Melbourne.

National Regional 
Working Group (RWG)

Chair:  David  
Moir AILA

The RWG met for the first time in 
March 2015 with a term of 12 months. 
This working group is established 
to represent the views and interests 
of Registered Landscape Architects 
working in regional Australia. It 
aims to enhance AILA’s delivery 
and engagement with regional 
members and to reconnect with non-
members eligible for membership.

To assist in defining the key issues 
and possible strategies, the group 
has prepared a profile of issues 
relating to regional practice, these 
have been drawn from the 2014 AILA 
Regional Survey, the NSW Regional 
Connect Conference held in Newcastle 
in March and from the personal 
experiences of the RWG members. 
Key issues to date include access to 
CPD in regional areas, professional 
advocacy, increasing regional 
membership, promoting regional 
projects through the awards program, 
promoting careers in regional 
practice, promoting the profession to 
regional school students, influencing 
government policy on regional issues 
and possible creation of regional 
networks and mentor programs

Many of the issues identified also fall 
into the terms of reference of other 
committees and working groups. It is 
the intention of the RWG to identify 
opportunities where constructive 
input can be provided by the RWG 
at these cross over points so that 
the needs of regional members 
are considered in all future AILA 
initiatives and policy directions.

National Advocacy 
Committee (NAC)

Chair:  Cassandra 
Rose AILA

The NAC is focussed on developing 
policy and an approach to advocacy 
on a national level that has a clear 
and concise voice. The focus for this 
year has been to develop key position 
statements that communicate with a 
strong and knowledgeable voice to a 
wide audience beyond the profession.

Currently eleven position statements 
have been written by the members 
of the committee as first drafts. 
Five of these position statements 
have now been progressed to a 
point that they will be sent to the 
membership for comment this 
year. Further to the development 
of position statements, the NAC 
has developed an ‘AILA Advocacy 
Submission and Representations 
Policy’ which is to guide the 
development, approval and releasing 
of Advocacy material by AILA.

The NAC has this year provided formal 
responses to various government 
policy documents on a federal level 
as well as provided assistance to state 
advocacy groups to develop responses 
and comment on state based issues. 

In the future the NAC is looking 
to lead a change in thinking 
about how to advocate for our 
profession to governments and 
the wider population, becoming 
more proactive and having clear 
goals with measurable outcomes 
to measure our successes.

Strategy Steering 
Committee (SSC)

Chair:  Suzanne 
Moulis AILA

The SSC was formed in October 
2014 to advise Council and guide 
the development of AILA’s 2015-
2020 Strategic Plan. The Strategy 
was successfully launched to 
members in August 2015 and the 
Committee has now been disbanded. 
The development of the Plan was 
informed by the membership 
through workshops and online 
consultation. It sets out and makes 
transparent the goals and actions 
that will guide our work over the 
next five years in the key areas of 
advocacy, profile, membership 
growth and good business practice. 
It articulates our leadership role in 
building a stronger profession and 
strengthening our credibility with 
policy makers. Over the next five 
years AILA will embrace its role as 
the national advocate for landscape 
architecture. We will build stronger 
relationships with communities and 
governments, and underpin this with 
continuing growth in membership 
and a robust organisation. AILA’s 
National Council will regularly review 
the currency of the plan and AILA's 
performance against its goals.

National Continuing 
Professional Development 
Committee (CPD 
Committee)

Chair:  Louise  
Journeaux AILA

The CPD Committee has worked hard 
over the last year. It reviewed the 
results of the CPD survey conducted 
in June 2014, and reported these 
observations to members  via the 
e-news. This analysis was able to 
provide the basis for the Committee 
to develop a CPD strategy, from 
which a Framework has been 
developed, guided by feedback 
from State and Territory Managers, 
Committee members and AILA 
National. To support the Framework 
and online learning possibilities, a 
‘Tree of Knowledge’ was developed 
outlining five main study areas with 
a breakdown of topics. It is intended 
that this ‘tree’ guides the uploading 
of CPD content, in the years to come. 
Concurrently with the above activities, 
the Committee has investigated and 
researched the potential of on-line 
learning and funding models for 
this. Discussion has taken place 
with the State Managers about 
the logistics of implementing 
the CPD events outlined in the 
Draft Framework, and organising 
recording of events/webinars.

AILA now has an endorsed CPD 
Policy, and has uploaded greater 
clarity to members as to what 
constitutes CPD and how it can be 
recorded, all visible in AILA’s website.

New members have contributed 
to a revitalised committee.

Images on next page left then right: 
PLAY[ground] by HASSELL and Archikidz 
with Sydney Living Museums and Darling 
Quarter by ASPECT Studios, photography 
by Florian Groehn
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National Practice 
Committee (NPC)

Chair:  Matthew 
McFall AILA

This committee is what I like to 
call a real nuts and bolts one. The 
members are all experienced and 
are motivated to see many of the 
tools LA’s use in the running of a 
business become easily  available 
to the members. Much of the work 
this year has been directed toward 
gathering past information, examining 
it and updating. No one wanted to 
see the proverbial “Baby thrown 
out with the bathwater” scenario. 
This past work still has enormous 
relevance and with updating and 
augmenting further, it becomes an 
incredibly important resource. All 
our initiatives are vigorously debated 
to ascertain what is achievable in the 
short, medium and long term. Some 
of the initiatives include: a web site 
trial for accessing AILA information; 
legal advice line; senior practitioner 
line; competition policy; and a few 
more which will be unveiled soon. 

The Awards Review 
Taskforce (ART)

Chair:  Adam  
Hunter FAILA

The ART was established in 
April 2014 to review the awards 
categories, objectives and criteria. 
The group met 16 times and 
undertook the following key tasks

1. Appraisal of issues with 
the current program

2. Review of the aims of the awards

3. Examination of other 
award programs

4. Consideration of potential options 
for a new / updated program. 

5. Development of an Awards 
Framework which facilitates 
entering and judging of all entries 
under one simplified set of criteria 
and a streamlined entry process

6. Development of Revised 
Categories for entering and 
awarding under. The categories 
reflect topics that will resonate 
with the general public and other 
targets for AILA’s advocacy 

7. Provision of enhanced guidelines 
around attribution which focus 
on “the project” and enable 
the cross section of project 
contributors from client, to 
project managers, to earlier 
authors across the project 
continuum to be recognised

8. Renewal of an awards programme 
across State and National streams 

9. Review of consultation with 
membership on the draft proposal

10. Advice on finalisation of 
policy documents

The revised program will be launched 
at This Public Life in October 2015.
The ART wishes to thank all those 
members who provided feedback 
on the draft proposals during the 
consultation period. As of August 
2015, ART has completed the 
scope of its terms of reference 
on behalf of National Council.  

50th Steering 
Committee (50th)

Chair:  Susie  
Quinton AILA

The 50th Committee met for the first 
time in August 2014, we are charged 
with the role of ensuring that 2016, 
which represents AILA’s 50th year, is 
celebrated with meaning, engages our 
members, and raises our professional 
profile, amongst other responsibilities.

The Committee initially sought 
expressions of interest for the role 
of Celebration Creative for the 
year’s activities, adding an overall 
thematic continuity to the anniversary 
approach. A Celebration Creative 
brief was created and promoted via 
a large range of mediums however 
this did not entice the proposals 
initially envisioned. The Committee 
members re-thought the proposed 
strategy and undertook active 
feedback from National Council. 
After much evolution, and with state 
feedback, an exciting and meaningful 
strategy has been agreed upon in 
principle and we look forward to 
celebrating with you in 2016.

Other initiatives being explored 
include collaboration between 
AILA Fresh and AILA Fellows and 
Founders, documenting the history 
and personalities of our Fellows. 
Creating a central historical archive 
would also be of value. In 2016, the 
focal event of the year will be the 
IFLA Asia-Pacific Congress which 
will be hosted in Canberra ACT – 
to be known as the International 
Festival of Landscape Architecture.

Images on next page top then bottom:  
Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital by Conrad 
Gargett, photography by Christopher 
Frederick Jones and Jubilee Playground by 
sue barnsley design, photography by  
Brett Boardman
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Positive growth of AILA has been achieved and a stable 
foundation has been established to build on for the future.

In 2015 AILA achieved $1,653,613 in revenue, up from 
$1,285,079 in 2014 and equates to an increase of $368,534. 
This is primarily due to the creation of the new corporate 
partner program and an increase in membership revenue.  
To counter this, we also invested in a number of systems, 
training and investments that have increased AILA’s 
expenditure over this period. As a National Council, we 
wanted to set AILA up for the future and make investments 
now that would deliver returns for many years to come.

National Council has taken a proactive role in 
investing in the forward direction of AILA and 
establishing a resilient foundation for achieving 
our strategic priorities. Achievements include:

The audited accounts for financial period 2014-15 reflect 
a loss of $46,472. This is a significant improvement 
on the 2013-14 periods and major reversal of a 3 year 
negative financial performance trend. I am confident, 
as is the CEO, of delivering a positive result in the 
2015/2016 financial year and that as an organisation 
we are moving forward, not looking back.  

In going through the audit it was identified that some 
errors occurred in the previous year and as such an 
adjustment was required to the previous financial year. 
This was primarily related to expenses and income 
being recognised in the wrong financial year.

In 2014 the Finance Audit & Risk Committee (FRAP) was 
established to provide guidance to National Council 
on financial and risk matters, with a key achievement 
in 2015 being the establishment of a risk policy and 
register. In addition to this the FRAP undertook a 
review of the external audit service and ran an open 
tender process for AILA’s future audit services. 

I would like to acknowledge the commitment of the 
2013-15 National Council to organisational and fiscal 
reform during their term. We have achieved a great 
deal, and this would not have been possible without 
the invaluable assistance of the CEO and National 
Office staff and willingness of the Chapters to achieve 
the benefits of a AILA “One Company” mandate.

Our AILA Partners need special mention for 
their continued support of the Institute.

Yours sincerely,

Andrew Turnbull FAILA
National Councillor – Treasurer
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 » A new business and membership 
management system

 » Development of a strategic and operational 
plan to see AILA focused for the next 5 years

 » Restructured all operations and developed roles to 
suit the needs of the AILA for the future, including 
increased resources at the Chapter level.

 » Significantly increasing funding to the Chapters 
to assist in delivering local services

 » Investment in governance training and 
the development of governance and 
operational policies to support the AILA.

 » Launch of a new website and 
e-communications system

 » Delivery of the First Festival of Landscape 
Architecture in Brisbane
































